Abstract
INTRODUCTION
Fuel Cell is a kind of the renewable energy sources which developed due to its high efficiency [1] [3] . One of the most important components of the fuel cell is the bipolar plate. Bipolar plate was very important as its function as a part that produces the electricity and as a frame where the fuel cell stack. Moreover, the production cost of the bipolar plate was the highest comparing to another fuel cell components [4] [5] .
A metal bipolar plate was widely used regarding its superiority comparing to other material [2] . Numerous method developed to fabricate bipolar plate with precise shape and dimension, therefore fulfill the criteria to produce high-performance fuel cell. The sheet metal forming process has gradually replaced the past processing methods.
Superplastic metal forming was one of the methods employed to produce Bipolar Plate. Take the advantage of superplastic metal forming, has preeminence over other forming processes, e.g.: the absence of spring back effects, the low pressure required and qualified to produce the complex shape [6] . However, practically this superplastic forming process has several problems such as wrinkle, uneven thickness indeed broke or tear at the final result of the workpiece. This problem arises from inaccurate calculation of the material flow amount into the dies, whereupon at the superplastic forming process it depends on the heating temperature and the air pressure parameter setting.
Applied trial and error method to get the optimum parameter of a production process was costly and wasting time. The simulation method is the alternative methods used to obtain the optimum parameters of a production process economically and efficiently. To ensure the validity of the computer simulation results it have need to verify the result with the experimental output.
An experiment and computer simulation of the bipolar plate making with superplastic forming method have done, but this study only discusses the final dimension of the bipolar plate (depth of the micro flow channel) regardless the possibility of damage to the end result, where the optimum bipolar plate dimension reach at 450°C forming temperature and 1 MPa forming pressure as shown in Figure1.1 [7] . This research will be an alternative method to predict the damage possibility of the bipolar plate, where the simulation results of the superplastic process will be compared with the experimental results.
Figure 1.1 Experimental bipolar plate result at 450 °C forming temperature and 1 MPa forming
pressure [7] 2. METHODS ANSYS Academic version 18.0 software will be utilized to simulate the bipolar plate making by superplastic method. The expected final result was the absence of damage from the bipolar plate. The defect presence of the bipolar plate final result could be analysed through maximum thickness reduction and maximum effective stress data.
Workpiece
In this study used Aluminium Alloy A5052, which is modelled half of the actual conditions since its symmetry and simulation time savings. The workpiece dimension as below: Length = 180 mm, Width = 146 mm, Thickness = 0.5 mm The chemical composition and mechanical properties of Aluminum Alloy A5052 as shown on 
Superplastic Forming
The scheme of superplastic forming process, as shown in Figure. 2.1, wherein (a) The workpiece called blank or sheet metal, placed between Punch and lower die and supported by the blank holder. Sheet metal was heated to a specified temperature, (b) Punch presses the sheet metal into the lower die, as well as close the pressure leak out, and (c) when the punch fully moved, the sheet metal was pressed by the pressurized gas and forced it to fill the lower die profile.
Figure 2.1 Superplastic forming scheme

Simulation Setting
Explicit finite element analysis with ANSYS 3D applied to simulate bipolar plate fabrication by superplastic forming. The dies material modelled as rigid material, while sheet metal modelled as sensitive rate power law material and Shell 163 element type. Deformation at high temperature are modelled by power law equation [9] : σ =̇ Where, σ = flow stress, = effective strain, ̇ = effective strain rate K = material constant n = strain-hardening exponent m = strain rate sensitivity exponent Material constant and strain rate sensitivity value are defined as each forming temperature. 
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The validation executes by comparing bipolar plate final dimension to the experimental result. The final dimension represented by the depth of the micro-flow channel gave the similar tendency both of experimental and simulation result with 2.3% average error rate. Build upon that result could be concluded that the simulation data was veritable and come up with the actual result. Figure 3 .1 exhibit the simulation result of bipolar plate making by superplastic process, at 450°C constant forming temperature. Graphic 3.1 shows the simulation outcome value, where the maximum thickness reduction at bipolar plate had increase as the forming pressure increments (0.25 -1 MPa), at 450°C constant forming temperature. That tendency occur since the forming pressure increase caused the effective stress increments. The effective stress during material yielding will be equal to the flow stress, by mean the material flow increments and large thickness reduction. 
Graphic 3.1 Maximum thickness reduction at 450°C forming temperature
As well as the maximum thickness reduction had risen when the forming temperature increase (350 -450°C), at 1 MPa constant forming pressure as indicate at Graphic 3.2. That phenomena happen due to the metal characteristic at high temperature, where the effect of strain rate become increasingly important determined flow stress value thus make the flow stress increased and reduce the bipolar plate thickness.
Graphic 3.2 Maximum thickness reduction at 1MPa forming pressure
Refer to the simulation result, there was no tear nor broken defect at maximum forming pressure and temperature setting, it was proved that the maximum thickness reduction only reaches 36.75% at 450°C and 1MPa, as the hypothesis tear and broken defect will occur when maximum thickness reduction closed to 100%.
The simulation exhibit that the maximum thickness reduction for each parameter setting, occur at the similar position as shown in figure 3 .2. To analyze that phenomena, the maximum thickness reduction compared to the maximum effective stress and it was proven the maximum value took place at the common position (corner thinnest position). The corner thinnest occasion come about the dies profile makes the material flow as a tensile stress to multilateral direction that causes a large thickness reduction comparing to another position at the workpiece. 
CONCLUSION
Computer simulation methods not only utilized to predict the final dimensions of a process, but also can predict what defects will take place to the end result. To produce a bipolar plate with a certain dimension with superplastic process, which requires 1 MPa forming pressure and 450°C forming temperature, it can be predicted that the parameter is safe in terms of the occurrence of tear and broken defects.
